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Level 3 Biology 2020

Standards 91603  91605  91606

Part A: Commentary 
After a difficult year of learning the candidates showed they had spent the time
preparing well for the examinations. Many showed clear understanding of the
processes and principles needed in each achievement standard and there was
evidence they had revised previous examinations to prepare.

To aid success candidates need to attempt all questions and not simply brain
dump in a question they think they know the answer to. Answers should link to the
stem of the question, have information linking to each bullet point and also bring
in information from the context given.

Part B: Report on Standards 

91603: Demonstrate understanding of the responses of
plants and animals to their external environment
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:
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used the scenario/information provided in their descriptions

appropriately used correct terminology

described at least some key elements from each question

made an attempt to describe key adaptive advantages using the scenarios
provided.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

completed only minor parts of questions or missed questions completely

lacked a breadth of knowledge across the standard

were unable to identify the processes correctly. For example, confusing
monogamy and parental care in Q1

gave generic answers that were not applied to the specific examples.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

explained, in depth, why the behaviour or response provided an adaptive
advantage for the organisms in the scenario

went beyond basic descriptions and gave reasons how or why the behaviours
or responses happened

explained the survival advantage of isolated costs & benefits

explained some of the source material in an effective manner.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

focused on the question rather than the bullet points, and were clearly
familiar with the nature of the Achievement Standard

made accurate reference to the resource material and integrated it into their
discussions

discussed the significance of the various processes in terms of adaptive
advantage, but also understood the mechanisms of the processes. For
example, in question 2, linking to the success in growth & reproduction of the
species was well integrated into the answer.

Standard specific comments
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Many candidates confused or couldn’t separate monogamy from parental care,
and unnecessarily discussed r vs k selected advantages and disadvantages when
discussing parental care.

The photokinesis part of question 2 was done poorly, with many candidates
showing difficulty explaining how kinesis is a non-directional response that
increases the chanceof ending up in more favourable conditions

Tropism was often not linked to growth, and the understanding of the way in which
auxin works was lacking in many answers.

Despite it being in the resource material, many students did not refer to critical
night length and stated that the amount of Pr present resulted in short day plants
flowering. Many candidates also confused red light and far-red light with the
phytochromes of the same name.

Candidates who achieved well could explain the how or why of the adaptive
advantages. They did not just state that this “increases survival” as an
explanation, e.g. positive thigmotropism ensures that the plant grows using less
energy and can gain more light for increased rate of photosynthesis and therefore
production of usable energy for…

 

91605: Demonstrate understanding of evolutionary
processes leading to speciation
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

wrote a few clear definitions

did not answer all parts of the question

did not link any part of the answer to mutation.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

wrote information not related to the specific question

had no clear definition knowledge

answered without any year 13 biology terms being used

only attempted one question.
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Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

related L3 biology to the context given

answered all questions

answered the questions as asked

only answered using the bullet point as guide rather than go into in-depth
discussion and instead of linking one concept to another.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

answered all questions and linked biological knowledge to the context

answered all parts of the question

ensured they wrote clear biology taught at level 3 and not just general
knowledge

did not just brain dump

unpacked the question and wrote the discussion linking the context to the
biology.

Standard specific comments

Candidates must use the resource material as provided, i.e. when it says the
pattern IS…. They should not write that it is another pattern.

Candidates need to use basic biological knowledge. For example, mutations bring
about new alleles leading to new phenotypes.

When asked for patterns of evolution candidates should use the pattern terms
given in the standard

Candidates need to focus on terms from this standard (91605), not 91603 and
terms not in any current standard i.e. mutualism, parallel evolution and
allelopathy.

RIMS were written about very well, but candidates attempted to write them into all
questions.

Many candidates gave very clear, thoughtful and creative answers.
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91606:  Demonstrate understanding of trends in human
evolution
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

described two evolutionary trends in hominin skulls by referring to the
resources provided

identified a relevant selection pressure, for example, a change in diet to
softer foods

provided accurate definitions of biological and/or cultural evolution

described a change in hand structure which enabled precision grip

described the function of either the Broca’s or the Wernicke’s regions of the
brain

described a clear benefit of tools/art

described the benefit of domestication as having a more reliable food source

described the cost of settlement led to an increase in disease.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

did not attempt all questions

repeated information given in the stem of the question

provided material on what they had learnt and not what the question was
asking

did not provide correct anatomical labels to regions of the skull shown in the
resources

provided inaccurate or unclear biological definitions.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

used the resources provided to correctly explain two skull trends by linking
them to the selection pressures of that time

explained the difference between cultural evolution and biological evolution

provided strong links to hand anatomy and / or Broca’s and Wernicke’s
regions and how they related to the production of tools / development of art
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explained the costs and benefits of settlement and the advantages of the
domestication of animals to humans during the Neolithic period.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly: 

discussed how selection pressures lead to the modifications of named
features of hominin skulls and how this linked to the increased reproductive
success of the species

discussed the changes to the hand and brain (both Broca’s and Wernicke’s)
and the impacts this had on tool and art production, leading to named
benefits to society

discussed the costs and benefits of domestication and / or settlement, with a
clear evaluation that the benefits must have outweighed the costs.

Standard specific comments

Candidates are required to provide clear definitions at this level.

As with previous years many candidates revised the previous year’s assessment
schedule and applied it to this examination paper

Candidates should use specific terminology when describing hominin skulls, for
example, refer to “cranium size” not “skull size”.
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